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The standardized labels on recycling bins

are proven to be the #1 solution to fix recycling 

and make it thrive economically.  



Confusion at the bin simply does not work.



The public confusion at the bin results in contamination,

which cripples the economics of a city’s recycling 

program and prevents manufacturers from being able 

to use the recycled commodities. 



People, businesses, brands, and celebrities are asking U.S. Mayors to join the 
standardized label solution and help their citizens recycle right! We’ve 
collected over 45,000 signatures from concerned citizens, prominent business 
leaders and famous celebrities who want to help their cities’ recycle right!

Read the letter to Mayors here.

Mayor’s Petition
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http://media.wix.com/ugd/2496cb_fdd86ef23e504149acbf190ae302fa5c.pdf


See what happens when communities adopt the standardized 

label solution.

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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SIMPLE SOLUTION.

REAL RESULTS.

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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info@recycleacrossamerica.org

The simple solution of standardized labels for recycling bins have been fully vetted by Ashoka

(Global Innovators for the Public) and it has been deemed a "world changing solution".
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IMPLEMENTING THE

STANDARDIZED LABELS

ON RECYCLING BINS

THROUGHOUT A CITY

IS EASY AND 

COMPREHENSIVE

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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The Standardized Labels for Residential Carts

For residential carts, we create the standardized labels that work best for
the city’s recycling and sorting system. On the tops of the residential
carts, the standardized labels provides a detailed list of what can go in
the recycling or compost bin and what cannot go in the bins. The
standardized labels can be created as bilingual if necessary (i.e.
English/Spanish)

These labels may include your city’s logo and your website and contact
information.

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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The Standardized Labels for bins in Public Areas 

and Government Offices

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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Standardized labels on public area bins need to reinforce what people are seeing on their
curbside bins at home – however the public facing bins need to be as simple as possible. On
public facing bins, the standardized labels display the essentials for proper recycling in the
consistent standardized format.

To see a few examples of how some of our partners have utilized both in-stock and special
order labels on their bins, click here.

As demonstrated on this Big Belly bin
at the Atlanta International Airport, 

public area bins can display the 
standardized label and the 

“Let’s recycle right!” celebrity PSA 
campaign as well to bring more 

attention to the need to recycle right!

http://www.recycleacrossamerica.org/gallery


The Standardized Labels for Businesses in your City

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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The society-wide standardized labels for businesses in your city
help people recycle right when they’re at work and when they
are at retailers or grocery stores – as well as when they’re at
home.

For many CSR programs, recycling programs is the highest profile
initiative a business can do and it’s the most recognized and
demanded by the public and by employees. The society-wide
standardized labels help companies reach their recycling goals
by increasing recycling levels and decreasing contamination
levels. When the city implements the standardized labels
throughout the city in residential recycling, public spaces and
government building and encourages businesses to recycle and
to use the standardized labels on their bins, it helps the businesses
have more successful recycling programs and helps the business’s
recycling programs be more effective and economically
beneficial. When your city joins this mission, RAA will help create a
successful city-wide business recycling campaign for your city.



The Standardized Labels for Bins at Schools and Universities

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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Schools and universities can benefit from standardized label solution in both the short and long term and so
can the city, when the schools adopt this solution. When the next generation grows up seeing the
standardized labels at their homes, in their school, at the local supermarket, at the park, at mall, etc. they will
learn to be better recyclers throughout their lives.

Universities and private learning institutions are encouraged to order the labels directly from our website or

through Office Depot, especially if they are a preferred vendor.

Public K-12 institutions can receive standardized labels for free when donations are available. Contact us if
your K-12 school would like to be considered as a donation recipient. Each donation comes with a recycling
toolkit, which is available to the public for free download on our website.

http://www.officedepot.com/a/browse/recycle-across-america/N=5+1676&cbxRefine=1122019&shopByFlag=true/
http://www.recycleacrossamerica.org/recycling-toolkit


The Standardized Labels for Airports and Parks

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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The standardized labels are starting to be used in 
airport and transportation centers across the country, 

as well as parks, beaches and the National Parks 
(thanks to a partnership with Subaru).

The more the standardized labels are seen throughout
society, the more people will take recycling seriously 

and do it properly, and the more your city’s recycling program 
will thrive.   It’s just that simple.



CITIES CAN USE THE

CELEBRITY PSA CAMPAIGN

TO PROMOTE THEIR

RECYCLING PROGRAM

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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RAA will create in home mailers and tools for communicating the standardized label program in a
city or municipality. These may include: magnets, mailers, door hangers, newsletters or
announcements, etc. with the RAA Let’s Recycle Right celebrity campaign and tips to recycle
right. These communication tools can also be available as bilingual (i.e. English and Spanish).

The celebrity Led ”Let’s recycle right!” campaign can be used

info@recycleacrossamerica.org

Celebrity featured door hangers Refrigerator magnets of recycling labels
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In-Home Mailers blend the PSA Messaging and the Cheat Sheet 

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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This is an example of the dual fold and double sided mailer that we 
can help create for your city’s recycling program:



City-Branded Celebrity Let’s Recycle Right! PSA Campaign Assets

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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The celebrity-led PSA print ads, billboards,
television “Let’s recycle right!” ads, and take-home
educational materials are available for cities using
the standardized labels. The Let’s Recycle Right!
celebrity campaign makes recycling fun,
magnetic and relatable.

http://www.recycleacrossamerica.org/psa-campaign


As part of our communications plan,
RAA will create press releases and will
celebrate the city’s leadership on our
social media accounts, on our website,
and in our blog.

The participating city or state will be

responsible for putting press releases on
the wire and will spearhead most
communication and celebration efforts.

Communications

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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http://www.recycleacrossamerica.org/
http://www.recycleacrossamerica.org/blog
https://www.instagram.com/recycleacrossamerica/
https://www.facebook.com/RecycleAcrossAmerica/
https://twitter.com/RecycleAcrossAm


ADDITIONAL

BENEFITS

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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When discussing the implementation
process and roles/responsibilities,
please review the city adoption
protocol to get a glimpse of the
suggested timeline and strategy.

If your city is using an in-house printer
to produce the standardized label
artwork, take home materials, or any

other RAA branded prints, we will
create a license agreement.

We also provide a recycling toolkit
and will host a webinar to teach best
practices and ensure your program is
as successful as possible!

Additional: Audits and
waste/recycling characteristic
studies may be conducted through
RAA partnerships to measure
baselines and progress.

License Agreement, Adoption Protocol, and Recycling Toolkit

info@recycleacrossamerica.org
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hRi6xImDvwsPesRLzOVpf8fg9LdWOPs4f_Mko2KS81I/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.recycleacrossamerica.org/recycling-toolkit


Recycle Across America will work with the city or municipality’s 

MRFs and haulers for the city to ensure there is a successful and 

unified program for all stakeholders.
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Recycle Across America has national partnerships that can help a 

city implement the standardized labels as well.
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Thank you!

For more information, contact:  

info@RecycleAcrossAmerica.org
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